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ment small and cheap-the size of the
Wellcome Diary and costing about £50.
Calculators such as the Sharp EL5100
have an alphanumeric display and prob-
ably sufficient memory and calculating
power to perform electrocardiogram
interpretation and to display the diag-
nosis. Additional plug-in modules might
provide updated advice on treatment
and a bubble memory could hold the
basic signal which would be recorded on
to paper by a conventional electro-
cardiograph machine on return to the
surgery.
Although the demise of paper records

in general practice seems certain, pie in
the sky claims for computers fail to
appreciate the size of the onerous task
of transferring existing paper records
into the memory of a computer. The use
of a dedicated computer, in this case
dedicated to the electrocardiograph
signal, does appear to be a more attrac-
tive proposition, particularly in view of
the large proportion of general practice
which is taken up by cardiovascular
diseases.

B. JAMES
Cherry Orchard
Marlow Common
Bucks.

MEDICAL RECORDS

Sir,
The article by Dr Roger Gadsby, "Re-
cording information about immuniz-
ations" (July Journal, p. 410), is very
important indeed. A few months ago I
had a detailed questionnaire to complete
about a patient who is being considered
for compensation for brain damage due
to immunization. It was a tedious job
going through 15 years of case notes and
illegible writing. There was just a men-
tion of DPT, but no batch number or
name of manufacturer.
Dr Gadsby is right to draw attention

to the important point of 'over-immu-
nization'. This can be avoided by proper
recording of all immunization pro-
cedures.
FP7A and 8A seem to me to be out of

date as smallpox is no longer being
used. The-spaces for DPT and other
immunizations are so small that it is
difficult to enter the batch number and
manufacturer's name. The format needs
to be reviewed, and there should be a
space for comments, e.g. under per-
tussis one could write 'parents de-
clined', or 'contraindications'.

Different manufacturers have differ-
ent identification details: some say lot
number, some say batch number, some
say both, and it is difficult to know
w-hich one to record for future identifi-
cation (perhaps in 15 to 20 years' time).

FP7A and 8A should be available as
normal stationery supplies, so that de-
tails can be entered every time an immu-
nization is done. On no account should
the details be entered on continuous
cards or anywhere else, as sometimes
happens when notes are not available
for children who are not registered or
when waiting for records to come from
the family practitioner committee. In
Stoke-on-Trent, computer print-outs
are sent with dates of immunization. I
think the date should be entered on
FP7A and 8A rather than the print-outs
be filed, which makes notes bulky, but I
do not see the batch number or manu-
facturer's name on these cards.

It is wishful thinking to suppose that
patients would keep their own immuniz-
ation record cards like passports or
other valuable documents, but if they
did, then the familiar jabs of tetanus at
accident departments would not be so
common.

Lastly, I agree with Dr Gadsby that
no matter how much may be said about
the shortcomings of the present record
envelopes, at present they are still the
proper place to keep patients' immuniz-
ation details.

R. P. YADAVA
14 Merton Street
Longton
Stoke-on-Trent ST3 1 LG.

Sir,
The editorial in the July issue of the
Journal (p. 386) rightly emphasized the
urgent need to reform medical records
in British general practice. However,
this and the following editorial on com-
puters in primary care regrettably may
well have encouraged delay in the im-
provement of medical records by failing
to make the vital distinction between
small dedicated computer systems de-
signed for specific tasks and larger com-
puters which attempt to store all in-
formation and replace the A4 folder.
We must heed experts like Mr Brennig
James, Lecturer in Electronics, London
University, whose letter to the Editor
(July Journal, p. 441) so clearly states
the impracticability of large scale total
computer data storage. I will give odds
of 10 to one that less than five per cent
of practitioners will be able to abandon
paper records within the next 15 years.

I should be very interested to hear
from anyone prepared to take me up on
this offer. Otherwise I feel experts
should concentrate on promoting the
best available record system which, as
all who have tried the system would
agree, is an A4 folder system rather like

that so ably described by Drs Marsh and
Thornham (1980).

K. A. HARDEN
85 Milngavie Road
Bearsden G61 2DN.
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THE JOURNAL

Sir,
In joining correspondence on the
Journal may I add how great was my
anticipation and pleasure in reading
former issues of the College Journals.

After joining the College in 1959 I
visited the original premises off Sloane
Square and requested, and received,
every back number of the Journal.
These Journals to me often read like a
novel, the articles being tales of dis-
covery from general practice. Many of
them, though, were more notable for
their ideas and inspiration than for their
substance. The current Journal contri-
butions are certainly more disciplined
and do contribute to the substance of
general practice but the cost, I suspect,
is that far more of a current issue re-
mains undigested or, dare I suggest it,
unread. Indeed, the practice manager
no longer reads the Journal. Perhaps
some auditing of readers would not be
out of place?

In spite of the "editorial headache in
keeping the balance", suggested by Dr
J. S. Norell (September Journal, p.
567), contributions might be shared be-
tween those who write scientific, disci-
plined, and statistical material and those
of us who, while not lacking in ideas,
often lack the know-how and discipline
to translate such ideas into substance.

Sir, whilst all roads lead to Rome,
some travellers may prefer alternative
routes.

DAVID RYDE
56 Anerley Park
London SE20 8NB.

Sir,
As a recent candidate for the MRCGP
examination, I had cause to read
through recent copies of the Journal
with some care. I underlined in the list
of contents on the front page those
contributions I thought of immediate
and practical interest as an examinee,
and which were relevant to my work in
general practice over the last seven
years. In one third of the copies of the
Journal I found nothing I considered
worth underlining.
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